The Genetics Of Oyezzz
When I think of Oyezzz genetically
our power and purpose just may be nucleated
because the nucleus I'm forming from the joint
is so unbelievable that even the blind can see it –
think what you may but we all have white or
colorless nucleated cells occurring in our blood
something like leukocytes which may be the vehicle that
hybridizes hybrids of our entrepreneurial potentials or our thug –
so although incarcerated my style is of a hybrid
undoubtedly coming fully into my own
being acclimated with problems and solutions is an advantage to me
to separate Oyezzz amongst social media’s various clones –
I'm talking that same euphoria if you’re high on life,
recreational, or a medical user of the finest of marijuana
speaking of since the government is now in play please overturn
every marijuana conviction in the States to the Bahamas –
some say my mixture of Ebonics and English is crazy
I'm simply studious painting pictures of some of life's dramas
knowing hybridization of a lymphocyte and tumor cells produces
a specific antibody catering to our goal of solving every problem –
so aligning corporate and street affiliations I'm extremely
confident you'll catch up regardless of the sizes of your shoes
if I believed everybody who told me I'll never be nothing
my mother wouldn't believe it knowing she never raised no fools –
that's why I'm full of swag and confidence knowing my
powers, purposes, and gifts will transcend every international border
knowing even though I speak with the grace of a Nelson Mandela
I represent every thoroughbred, entrepreneur, and Rich Porter –
at a half a dollar my heart remains a V12 with twin turbos
my look and my motor is holding eyes and ears hostage
although the GM of my person assembled Kerr and the Warriors
I'm trying to walk the moon like Harden and the Houston Rockets –
so in closing trust and believe in your dreams regardless
the temperature act right now stop procrastinating till later
in life, we are simply servants of our collective ingredients
in a global restaurant full of waitresses and waiters –

For educational purposes I included the following definitions:
The definition of genetics is:
1. The biology of heredity, esp. the study of mechanisms of hereditary transmission and variation of organismal
characteristics. 2. Genetic constitution of an individual, group, or class.
The definition of hybrid is:
1. Genetics. The offspring of genetically dissimilar parents or stock, esp. the offspring produced by breeding
plants or animals of different varieties, species, or races. 2. Something of mixed origin or composition. 3. A
word whose elements are derived from different languages.
The definition of hybridize is:
To produce or cause to produce hybrids.
The definition of hybridoma is:
A cell resulting from the hybridization of a lymphocyte and tumor cell used to produce a specific antibody.
The definition of lymphocyte is:
A white blood cell formed in lymphoid tissue, as in the lymph nodes, spleen, thymus, and tonsils, constituting
22-28% of all leukocytes in the normal adult human's blood.
The definition of leukocytes is:
Any of the white or colorless nucleated cells occurring in blood.
The definition of nucleated is:
Having a nucleus or nuclei. 1. To bring together into a nucleus. 2. To act as a nucleus for. To form a nucleus.
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